
 

German Billardkegeln BK 2plus 
(a translation from the reglement of the DBU – German Billard Union) 

 
 
 
 
 
(1) The players play alternately, every player has to push twice. 
(2) Every sequence of pushes is an inning. 
(3) If a player gets 5 points or more for a push he is allowed to play one push more. 
(4) If a player slipped up (drawback) his rival begins his inning with the positions of the balls first 

player leaved. 
(5) Drawbacks the rival gets as advantage. 
 
 
 
 

Points and Values  
 
(1) A player can get points: 

a) by bowling down pins with object balls. (The player has to cushion the cue ball or the object 
ball before bowling down pins.) It is possible to use object ball 2 as cushion for object ball 1 
(the pushed ball). After a unreal carom (object ball 1 touches the object ball2) the object ball 
2has to touch the cushion before bowling down pins. 

b) by carom: The cue ball touches both object balls or object ball 1 touches the object ball2. 
c) by passage: The object ball runs through the pins, but does not bowl down one of them. 

(Before and after running through the object ball must stay complete outside of the square 
where the pins are standing with its all diameter. 

d) by bowling down pins by pins: One or more pins are throwed by rolling object balls to 
standing pins so they fall. 

 
(2) Appropriation of values 

a) the value of pins: 

 each fallen pin: 1 point 

 only middle pin is fallen: 2 points 
b) carom: 1 point (only one carom per push 
c) a passage: 1 point (more passages are possible, but nobody has ever seen 2 passages. ;) 
The values are added, for example: 5 pins + carom = 6 points or middle pin + carom = 3 points. 

 
(3) Isn´t there scored any point this empty push is scored with 0. 

  
(4) The push ends when all balls rest. Only then the points are to declare. 
 
 
 
  



 

 

The Match 
 
 
General rules 

 
(1) The players and the referee greet by shaking hands. (It is possible and usual to play without 

referee, but not in semi-finals and finals during championships. So the rival is the referee at this 
moment.) 

 
(2) The match begins with a cushion draw. The players use the object balls (white and yellow). The 

red one lies behind the pins. If the two players insist on playing with the same ball the referee 
will draw lots. The player whose ball stops nearest to the bottom cushion has the choice to start 
the match. 

 
(3) Then the referee places the balls for the execution of the starting stroke (→ Attachment 1). The 

position of the cue ball is variable at the back half of the push line. 
  
(4) The player pushes the cue ball (red) and it hits the white object ball directly. 
  
(5) All pins have to build up after every push. Only the figures are allowed seeing in the Attachment 

2. 
(6) The pins have the stand on their marks correctly. 
  
(7) The player is authorized to replace a pin on its mark if it is slid off its mark. 
  
(8) If the mark of the middle pin is occupied by a ball the player appoint a lace in the middle of the 

line between the other pins. This pin can only be moved after falling. 
  
(9) Fallen balls are only built up when the balls are resting. 
  
(10) During a 3 set match a 5 minute break is possible after 2nd set. 
 
 
 
The End of the Match 

 
(1) A match ends when the specified number of points is reached. 
  
(2) The players and the referee shake hands. 
 
 
 
Fall of Pins 

 
(1) A pin is fallen when: 

a) the pin lies 
b) the pin left its balance point and is hindered to fall 
c) the pin leaved its mark completely 

 

(2) In the case of pin is leaning against a ball the pin is to remove. 
  

(3) Leaning pins are not fallen unless note in (1) b). They have to be placed ulteriorly. 



 

Touching Balls 

 
It is allowed to play touching balls directly. 
 
Balls bounding out of the Billiard 
 
As soon as one or several balls bound out of the billiard the renewed placing on the spots will be 
effected by the referee or the other player as follows: 

a) the object ball at the initial starting position (if this place is occupied by a ball the place of the 
other object ball is to use) 

b) the cue ball at the push line of initial starting position. 
 
 
 
Mistakes 

 
A mistake after pushing or rather during preparing the push results in subtracting the (with this push) 
reached points. Aren´t there any points by bowling down pins or making a carom follows -1: 

a) if the object balls don´t lie at their start positions during first push or other determined cases 
b) if the cue ball don´t lie at the push line for right hander or rather left hander 
c) if the pins are not built up correctly (→ Attachment 1 and 2) or incompletely. Pins are not 

built up count also minus. 
d) if the yellow ball is hidden directly with the first push. 
e) if one ball or more balls are touch incorrectly with the cue. (cue ball only with the leather tip 

of the cue, the object balls not at all) 
f) if pushing before all balls are resting 
g) if there isn´t contact between foot and ground. It is allowed to lay or sit on the billiard as long 

as a leg isn´t lying inside the cushions. 
h) if the player is at fault in contacting the balls with chalk or other objects are not part of this 

game. 
 
 
 
Special Mistakes 

 
(1) If the cue ball bowls down one or more pins the all result counts minus. 
  
(2) If is not allowed to push the balls directly to the pins. The result of a direct push counts minus. 
  
(3) If the cue ball doesn´t touch an object ball the result counts minus. If the cue ball also doesn´t 

touch a cushion the result counts -2. Passage and fallen pins are counted to the result. 
  
(4) As soon as one or several balls bound out of the billiard the result counts -1 (irrespective of fallen 

pins). 
  
(5) In the case of willful changing direction of a ball and of removing the position of resting balls the 

result counts -6. 
  
(6) If the wrong ball will be pushed the result counts -6. 
  
(7) If the player makes pins falling without an object ball (with cue, body part) was involved the 

result counts minus. 



 

  
(8) If the cue ball pushes fallen pins to standing pins so they fall all the result is minus. 
  
(9) Every passage of the cue ball counts -1. When pins should fall afterwards the all result is minus. 
  
(10) In case of special mistakes (3) and (7) the rival may put the cue ball at the initial starting position 

of this set. 
  
(11) An announced but not hidden carom counts -1. If pins are bowled down they have to added as 

negative value. 
 
Every mistake ends the inning. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 

 

Attachment 1 
 

 

 
Anstoßstrecke für = push line for, d = left hander, e = right hander 

 
 
 
 
  



 

 

Attachment 2 
 

 


